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Method
1. Heat a flat bottomed frying pan on
medium heat.

2. Add corn kernels to pan, cover with lid
and continue heating, shaking pan
gently every 2030s.

3. Once kernels start popping, shake pan
gently every 510s.

4. As soon as popping slows, turn heat
off.

5. Allow kernels to cool and serve.

Healthy Oil Free Popcorn
Ingredients
2 tbsp* (40ml / 50g) popping corn
kernels

* Australian tablespoon (20ml)

Makes
2 cups

Equipment
Stove
Frying pan with lid

Time
• Before: 

• During: 10 mins

• After: 5 minutes (to cool down)
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Healthy Oil Free Popcorn

Recipe Prep Checklist

Ingredients

□ 2 tbsp* (40ml / 50g) popping corn kernels

* Australian tablespoon (20ml)

Equipment

□ Stove

□ Frying pan with lid

□ Kitchen scales (optional, to weight out ingredients)

□ Infrared thermometer (optional, to measure pan temperature)

□ 1 tablespoon measure

□ Tongs (for getting popcorn out of frypan)

□ Mediumsized bowl (for putting popcorn into)
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Tips

• Try to find organic popping corn kernels, and make sure they’re GMOfree as well,
if you can manage it.

• If you have a frying pan with a seethrough glass lid, this can make it 10 times
more fun to watch. Either way, you’re going to want to use a lid. Trust me!

• The kernels will go a little brown as you heat them. This is perfectly normal, so
don’t stress about it.

• Gently shaking (or swirling) the pan helps to heat the kernels evenly, and reduces
the chance of burning.

• I used my hoovygroovy infrared thermometer to test the heat of my pan, and
discovered that the ideal temperature is around 200°C. If you don’t have one of
these awesome kitchen gadgets (and I highly recommend them), then use the rate
of popping to guide you. If the kernels are popping too slowly, you need to turn the
heat up a bit. On the other hand, if your kernels start to burn (or blacken) too
much, turn the heat down. A little bit of browning is OK. You can always throw
away any burned ones afterwards.

• Make sure that you turn the heat off as soon as the popping slows down. I always
feel the temptation to leave it for “just a little bit more”, but you don’t want to risk
burning your perfectly popped oil free popcorn.

• The corn will continue to pop after you take it off the heat, so leave the lid on for a
minute or so to avoid very hot pieces of popcorn flying at you or across the kitchen
at the kids.

• I pick my popcorn out of the pan with tongs for two reasons: 1. It’s hot 2. It leaves
the unpopped kernels in the pan, which can be really bad for your teeth if you
accidentally bite into one.

• Make sure you leave the popcorn to cool before serving. Using my awesome infra
red thermometer, I discovered that they’re at about 6070°C when you take them
out of the pan, which is a surefire recipe for a burned mouth. Not good, so give
them time to cool down before scoffing them down.

• I like my popcorn kernels plain, but that doesn’t mean you have to. You can add
toppings to your homemade oil free popcorn if you like, but I suggest trying them
plain first and seeing if you like them that way. Apparently plain popcorn also
keeps for longer, which is a bonus.

Healthy Oil Free Popcorn
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Healthy Oil Free Popcorn

Variations

• You could trying tossing them with some nutritional yeast flakes, curry, chili, salt,
garlic powder or your favourite herbs and spices.

• Trying grinding up some of your favourite veggie chips in a spice grinder or food
processor and tossing with your fresh popcorn.

• You can make salt and vinegar popcorn by dissolving some salt into your favourite
vinegar, and spraying or sprinkling this over the popcorn. Not too much though, or
it will get soggy and very tangy!

• If you have some diehard oilloving popcorn fans in your house, you could split
up your popcorn into batches and drizzle some melted coconut oil over their
serving.

• Turn your oil free popcorn into a kind of trail mix by adding dried banana chips,
pieces of your favourite raw vegan chocolate and a selection of activated nuts.

• Make a sugarfree sweet popcorn mix by grinding freezedried strawberries into a
powder, and tossing it over your popcorn, along with some shredded coconut and
a pinch of cinnamon.


